Immigration
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combination of capabilities, featuring a 100+-member team located in Atlanta,
Boston, Houston, New York, Los Angeles, Washington, DC, and Europe.
We count among our team members high-profile, national immigration thought leaders;
technology savvy partners who invest significant time and resources developing sophisticated
work production systems and databases that deliver superior immigration management programs
to our clients. As a practice we are deeply involved in the American Immigration Lawyers
Association and other immigration-centric organizations. Among other noteworthy accolades, in
2016 The Legal 500 ranked our immigration group as a Tier 1 practice, and within the
publication, our client’s point out our practice as ‘excellent’ and ‘extremely responsive,
competent and efficient’, as well as conveying ‘a feeling of true partnership.’
We provide comprehensive business immigration services throughout the U.S.and globally,
including strategic planning and advice, case preparation, filing and monitoring, as well as
development and implementation of corporate policies and training programs. Through our newly
developed Immigration Compliance Center (ICC) we cover the challenging regulatory landscape
our clients face in terms of I-9 audits, work site raids, E-Verify questions, state-level immigration
rules, and related issues.
During the last decade, our group has harnessed the power of document assembly technology
and has embraced a Lean Six Sigma-based re-engineering of our major product lines, resulting
in high-touch, high-quality immigration services at extremely competitive costs. To our
knowledge, this is a singular accomplishment—no competitor has married such substantive
expertise with such rigorous, intelligent process methodology.
Our clients enjoy browser-based, real-time access to the status of their business immigration
cases on a roundtheclock basis through Seyfarth’s case management software ImmSTAR(R)
powered by Tracker(TM). ImmSTAR also allows for online case initiation and data gathering,
providing a seamless and efficient process for client personnel that eliminates data redundancy.
Our professionals work closely with clients on the front-end to develop and deploy innovative
business immigration management programs to ensure that client objectives are met on time and
under budget. Due to our aggressive use of case management, our document assembly and
case delivery technologies, our intelligent staffing philosophy, and our experience in managing
visa processes and projecting and budgeting costs, our clients experience a smoothly
functioning, well-managed work permit program at competitive cost.

Immigration Alerts
Our team follows the latest immigration developments coming out of the new administration and
publishes frequent updates and guidance for clients.
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